For six centuries Japan's Noh theater has provided a dynamic space for exploring and expressing human emotion. In the 14 th century, Zeami established and codified the texts, music, acting styles, and theories that still inform Noh. Despite-or because of-these formal codes, Noh has inspired modern authors, dancers, composers, and artists drawn to its themes of human suffering and release. This exhibition features work by Japanese artist Bidou Yamaguchi (b. 1970). Trained to make reproductions, or utsushi, of historic Noh masks, in 2003 Bidou radicalized this idea and practice. He used the forms, techniques, and transformative spirit of Noh masks to reproduce iconic portraits of women from European paintings. Bidou then transformed woodblock prints of Kabuki actors by Sharaku, Japan's enigmatic 18 th century portrait master. We present these sculptural translations of two-dimensional images within the context of Noh. By imagining them as masks for characters in plays yet to be written, Bidou's uncanny faces connect past and present, east and west, artistic icon and human spirit. Following Noh's structure, the exhibition has three parts. The prologue introduces Noh, Bidou's reproduction masks, and the idea of implicit creativity through careful reproduction of old forms. The dramatic core showcases Bidou's sculptural portraits, each infused with the yūgen, or mysterious elegance, of traditional Noh masks. The exhibition culminates in an interactive space where visitors engage the masks by exploring the process of mask making, the masks' subtle expressions, and the transfigurative experience of donning a mask.
Transformation informs all aspects of Noh theater, but is most pronounced in Noh masks. Newly made masks must connect with the appearance of earlier masks, the spirit of the character, and the expressive power of the human face. Transformation appears in female Noh masks that project a haunting "neutral expression" so that the same mask can express a frown and then a smile, based on the angle of viewing.
For Noh actors, a mask embodies the character to be brought to life through performance. Hence, a critical first step is selecting the "right" mask. Here, visitors can experience this process of transfiguration. By selecting and donning a mask, you "become" the mask-and the spirit it embodies. Tsukioka Kōgyo created many woodblock prints inspired by Noh. His famous Nōgaku zue series, selections of which can be seen in this gallery, take as their subject specific scenes from Noh plays. This print-a frontispiece-illustrates ten masks. At left are several types of Noh masks as well as Kyōgen, Gigaku, and Kagura masks from Japanese theater. In the upper right are two Javanese masks for the Wayang Topeng theater, and a tribal mask from British Columbia. Japanese Noh enthusiasts were making broader connections between Noh masks and other mask making cultures. Most broadly, Kōgyo's prints show a renewed fascination with Noh in early modern Japan. Noh is performed exclusively by men dressed in elegant costumes. The main actor or shite ("the one who does") is supported by subsidiary characters (waki) and a chorus. A small ensemble of musicians-playing a wooden flute (nōkan) and several types of drums-create an ethereal aural atmosphere. In this triptych, the shite performs Okina, the most important play in the Noh repertoire. Usually performed at the New Year or other auspicious occasions, this play shows the ancient origins of Noh in ritual dance. Paralleling the diverse genesis of masks, the narratives in Noh incorporate elements from Japanese folktales, popular legends, and élite literature. In the play Shōjō, a sea spirit appears to a liquor merchant. Eventually he presents the merchant with a magic crock that brings lasting prosperity. The spirit's red face attests to his fondness for alcohol and his drunken state. He is said to never age, and is shown as a grinning youth. In the play, the actor wears the red-faced mask with a long red wig. The mask's red color symbolizes Shōjō's supernatural status as well as his drunkenness. The arched and heightened eyebrows convey his jovial personality. The play Bird of Sorrow features a hunter who imitates the call of the parent bird to pursue chicks. Because killing is a sin in Buddhism, the hunter's spirit is sent to hell. To expresses the hunter's bitter regret and desperate misery, Noh actors wear the Yase-Otoko (emaciated man) mask. The mask's pale color and skull-like appearance suggest an absence of vitality, while the angular features convey wrath. The metallic color of the eyes emphasizes the character's supernatural origins.
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